REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT: Boler, Branagan, Gajjarapu, Hall, Luke, Luttrell, Nilson, Vakil, Williams

QUORUM: Yes

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Branagan

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, EXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, UNEXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, EXCUSED: Lieberwirth, Shah, Willingham

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, UNEXCUSED: Hutson, Kanuri, Mookerjee, Tazaz

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, EXCUSED: Leslie

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, UNEXCUSED: NONE

PETITIONS INTO THE ASSEMBLY: Adewale Akinfaderin, Allison Behuniak, Patrice Williams

MINUTES APPROVED: Yes. C. Williams approved. Nilson Second.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS: NONE

STUDENT COMMENTS: NONE

MESSAGES FROM STUDENT GOVERNMENT: NONE

SPEAKER’S REPORT:

- Speaker Boler, Deputy Speaker Leslie, Student Body President Rosie Contreras, and Vice President Sara Saxner met with housing to see how Student Government can help the residents of Alumni Village. Housing needs our help with setting up and providing information to the off campus students about off campus housing.
- Speaker Boler and President Rosie Contreras toured the childcare center at Alumni Village.
- Tristan Hall has been temporarily appointed to Deputy Speaker for Judicial Affairs for the summer.

DEPUTY SPEAKER FOR FINANCE’S REPORT:

- Pay attention to the COGS Unallocated line for funding requests. The money has already been moved over for presentation grants and attendance grants.
- The new fiscal year starts July 1. Funds requested tonight will be for the new fiscal year.

DEPUTY SPEAKER FOR JUDICIAL AFFAIRS’ REPORT: NONE

DEPUTY SPEAKER FOR COMMUNICATIONS’ REPORT:

- New Graduate Student Orientation is August 20, 2013. It will be an all-day event. Please mark your calendars as we will need your help.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

- C-SAC: HAVE NOT MET
- Internal Affairs: HAVE NOT MET
- Academic & Student Life: HAVE NOT MET
- Ways & Means: HAVE NOT MET
Unfinished Business: NONE

Funding Requests:
- Bill 21: *Allocation to the Public Health Student Association*
The president and vice president of the organization are requesting $400 in contractual services, $955 for food and $788.60 in clothing and awards for the 2013-2014 fiscal year. The president gives breakdown of each cost. Questions from representatives. Williams asks for clarification of the welcome breakfast. Leslie asks about the $50 honorarium. Gajjarapu asks regarding the amount funded last year. Further questions from Luttrell and Nilson. Leslie motion to extend by 1 minute. Williams Second. Objection: None. Leslie asks if the welcome breakfast is open to public and how the organization plans to advertise. Hall motion to extend by 2 minutes. Leslie Second. Objection: None. Hall asks about t-shirt colors. Further questions from Williams. Leslie motion to fully fund the organization $400 in contractual services, $955 in food and $789 in clothing and awards. Second Luke. Objection: Williams. Leslie congratulates organization for improving public health. She states that they seem to have everything together and is in favor of their funding request. First PRO: NONE. First CON: NONE. Second PRO: Leslie thinks the orientation breakfast is a wonderful idea and it is a good way to induct the new graduate students into the program. Williams motion to amend clothing and award to $550. No Second. Motion Fails. Leslie call to question. Nilson Second. Objection: None. Ayes have it. Bill 21 Passes.

- Bill 22: Sponsored by Deputy Speaker Leslie & Representatives Vakil, Gajjarapu, & Kanuri: *NAGPS Leadership Summit Travel*
The COGS representatives are requesting funding to attend the Leadership Summit. It will give them the opportunity to become leaders and it is a great opportunity for them to give back to the community. Williams asks if they have considered taking the train instead of the shuttle. Hall asks about hotel quote. Nilson asks about mileage calculations to Jacksonville. First PRO: NONE. First CON: NONE. Second PRO: Luke motion to amend the bill to include herself in attending the conference. Williams motion for a 5 minute recess. Leslie Second. Objection: NONE. Williams motion to strike $2976 and replacing it with $2791, striking four and replacing it with five in the purpose section of the bill. Second: Nilson. Objection: Luke. Williams explains changes. Travel is reduced because it is reasonable and what’s required from other organizations. Luttrell asks regarding hotel. Nilson asks about plane tickets and car expenses. Further questions from Leslie, Vakil, and Hall. First PRO: Luttrell thinks the amendment is fair and reasonable and COGS shouldn’t have special treatment. First CON: Nilson is also in favor but wants to add $150 in travel. Second PRO: Nilson motion to amend bill to $2941 to include costs for travel to airport. Luttrell Second: Objection: NONE. Motion Passes. Second PRO: Nilson fully supports amendment. Questions from Luke. Luttrell asks if they will be able to put the $150 towards that expense. Luke motion to amend to remove herself from going and to strike five and replace it with four in the purpose section of the bill. Leslie Second. Objection: NONE. Amendment Passes. Williams motion to amend her amendment to $2451. Hall Second. Objection: Gajjarapu. Williams took Luke off total and everything else is the same. First PRO: NONE. First CON: NONE. Second PRO: NONE Second CON: Hall call to question. Luttrell Second. Objection: NONE. Amendment Passes 6-5-1. Second PRO: NONE. Second CON: Nilson call to question. Luttrell Second. Amendment Passes 7-5-0. Second PRO: Nilson call to question. Luttrell Second. Objection: NONE. Bill 22 Passes 8-0-4.

Boler calls Representative Nilson to Chair to hear Resolution 16 Sponsored by Speaker Boler

New Business:
- Resolution 16: Sponsored By Speaker Boler: *Recognition of Faye Singletary Government*
Boler shares that the resolution recognizes Faye for her dedication to COGS and Student Government. First PRO: Leslie fully supports the resolution Ms. Faye has been very central to COGS and SGA. First CON: NONE. Second PRO: Williams motion to accept by acclamation. Objection: NONE Resolution 16 Passes.

ROUNDTABLE: Luttrell, Nilson, Gajjarapu, Branagan, Luke, Vakil, Behuniak, P. Williams, Akinfaderin, Hall, Leslie, C. Williams, Boler

ADJOURNMENT: 8:04 p.m.

NEXT MEETING: July 1, 2013